ASSEMBLY
INSTRUCTIONS

Tuckaway

STEP 1
Ensure that your parcel contains the
following parts before proceeding with assembly:

Item

Picture

Quantity

Castor

4

Connecting
Lock

16

1 x Centre Divider
(will have holes both
sides)
1 x Left Hand Side

Connecting
Bolt

1 x Right Hand Side

16
1 x Back
(will have no edge banding)

Caster
Screw

16

Adjustable
Shelf Fixing

4

1 x Adjustable Shelf

1 x Fixed Shelf
(will have edge banding on
the two long edges)

1 x Bottom
(will have 16 small holes on the reverse)

STEP 2
Screw Connecting Bolts into the following holes.
The thread at the base of the bolt should be fully screwed into the holes .

screw in to
this point

1 x Bottom
(will have 16 small holes on the reverse)

1 x Left Hand Side

1 x Right Hand Side

1 x Fixed Shelf
(will have edge banding on
the two long edges)

STEP 3
Insert Connecting Locks into the following holes with the arrow pointing towards the edge.

1 x Back
(will have no edge banding)

1 x Centre Divider
(will have holes both
sides)
1 x Left Hand Side

1 x Fixed Shelf
(will have edge banding on
the two long edges)

1 x Right Hand Side

STEP 4
Attach the fixed shelf to the centre divider by inserting the
cam bolts which you have attached to the shef into the holes
in the edges of the top of the centre divider and tightening the
cam locks (turn the cam lock fully until it stops).

STEP 5
Attach the left side to the fixed shelf and the back by
inserting the cam bolts which you have attached to the side
into the holes in the edges of the back and shelf and
tightening the cam locks (turn the cam lock fully until it
stops). Then repeat with the right side.

STEP 6
Attach the base to the sides and centre divider by inserting the cam bolts which you
have attached to the base into the holes in the edges of the sides and centre
divider and tightening the cam locks (turn the cam lock fully until it stops). Then
repeat with the right side.

STEP 7
Decide on where you want the adjustable shelf and screw the
adjustable shelf fixing screws into the appropriate holes.
Then place your shelf onto the screws and if you wish to
secure it in place turn the locking screw in the fitting on the
shelf.
Attach the casters to the base using the screws provided.
Align them to the pre drilled holes in the base
Finally fit your drawers or shelves into the Tuckaway using the
pegs or runners provided. Please note you do NOT need to
use runners for the bottom drawer.

If you have any queries during assembly
please call us free on 0800 048 8606
www.storage4crafts.co.uk
Telephone: 0800 048 8606.
mail@storage4crafts.co.uk
Pathfields Business Park,
South Molton, Devon, EX36 3LL
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